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Derrick Gaines   813-558-1750
derrick.gaines@hcps.net

Medical Academy At D.Waters
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rashad.woods@hcps.net
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cleto.chazares@hcps.net
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scottie.basham@hcps.net
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sara.schwanzl@hcps.net

Willis Peters Exceptional Center
Cara Yacinich   813-757-9462
cara.yacinich@hcps.net
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Executive Secretary
Barbara Gardner   813-272-4519
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901 E. Kennedy Blvd
Tampa, FL  33602

www.hillsboroughschools.org
The mission of the HCPS non-traditional programs is to equip students with the tools needed for future endeavors. Our Career & Technical Education Programs and Success Centers allow students to become familiar and prepared for life after graduation.

We work individually with our students to help them develop the confidence and fortitude needed to adapt to an ever-changing society, through personalized academics and social development.